
Freestanding offices installed throughout the space provided semi-private areas where
meetings could be conducted.  The Evolve panel system was used to construct the walls but
the office ceiling was kept open to leverage the acoustics of the building.

“(Having) a bigger space means we have the
capacity to add more people.  We’re looking
forward to more than doubling our workforce and
contributing to the growing economy in Mesa.”

- Jon Ehlinger, Spokesperson, DriveTime

When DriveTime, a leading
used car dealership and
finance company for people
with less-than-perfect credit,
announced plans to move its
loan services and operations
center from Gilbert, Arizona
to a larger facility in Mesa,
Arizona, they partnered with
The Evolve Furniture Group
to design their new space.

The company planned to hire
400 new employees over the
next three years and needed
to design a space to provide
their growing team with an
effective and productive
work environment where
they could deliver the top-
quality customer service for
which DriveTime is known.
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� 600 Semi-private Workstations, featuring fabric acoustic 
and fully-glazed tempered glass panels, created in a zig zag 
formation

� 20 Freestanding Offices on the office floor that provided 
semi-private areas to meet

� 1 Reception Station designed to complement the look of 
the Workstations and Freestanding Offices

The redesigned space allowed DriveTime to maximize their
new floorspace and accommodate the additional 400 new
employees the company planned to hire after the move.  The
larger office space has since helped DriveTime’s growth and
expansion efforts by providing a central office to support the
15 new dealerships that open annually around the country.
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